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Introduction
Building a knowledge graph and working with it typically involves editing and curation of
data. Especially the uses cases of the FROCKG project, which are described in detail in
Deliverable D1.11, show the demand to edit and curate various types of data like financial
information, clinical trial data, or records for a cultural heritage or archive project.
Editing and Curation involves multiple different activities and topics:
●

Data Authoring to insert the desired information as structured data (ideally in RDF
format)

●

Validation against predefined constraints to ensure correctness and adherence to a
formal model

●

Editing Workflows to validate, verify and approve newly ingested information

●

Integrating validation and knowledge sources in a curation environment

●

Annotating data, e.g. regarding provenance, veracity or applicable time periods.

The respective functionality is implemented using a number of components and building
blocks that can be used in an interchangeable way. This allows building applications for all
defined use cases as defined in the high-level FROCKG Solution Architecture as described
in detail in Deliverable 1.2: Component architecture and interfaces2.

1

https://frockg.eu/images/deliverables/wp1/Deliverable1-1_Feasibility-study.pdf

2

https://frockg.eu/images/deliverables/wp1/Deliverable1-2_Component-architecture-and-interfaces.pdf
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Figure 1: High-level FROCKG Solution Architecture

Within the first part of T4.1 and T4.2, we implemented basic building blocks for authoring
and curation. These have been built upon the existing metaphactory platform3 and extend its
functionality. During their development, the requirements of "Deliverable 1.3: Requirements
specification4" have been taken into account. Also, the created components have been used
to set up a demo system to test and demonstrate the implemented functionality in the
context of a concrete use case. The following section describes the developed components
before the demo system is presented in Section 3.

3

https://metaphacts.com/product

4

https://frockg.eu/images/deliverables/wp1/Deliverable1-3_Requirements-specification.pdf
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Components for Editing and Curation
Data Authoring
Manual data authoring or editing is typically not done on RDF statement level, but rather via
tooling to assist the editor when entering data, e.g., using a form-based approach. The
available form fields typically depend on the type of the edited entity and may be derived
from modelling information such as an ontology, so-called shapes defined using the Shapes
Constraint Language (SHACL)5 or other types of meta information.
Ideally, the meta information also provides information on constraints which allows validation
before writing data to the knowledge graph which helps to ensure consistency.
Additionally, tooling may assist in finding related entities using lookup mechanisms to identify
canonical identifiers or referenced entities, possibly from external reference data sets.
Form-based editing for generic data represented in a graph, is typically driven by metadata
such as RDF Schema (RDFS)6 and ontologies defined using the Web Ontology Language
(OWL)7. For example, the metaphactory platform drives its editing form components by
means of Field Definitions which can be partially generated from existing OWL property
restrictions8 or simple shapes defined in SHACL and DataShapes extensions9.
Some of the referenced components are developed outside of of FROCKG but are reused in
the project context:
●

●

The Visual Ontology Editor provides powerful modelling capabilities and visualizes
the data model which is further used e.g. to generated forms or perform data
validation
Vocabulary Management and Controlled Vocabularies

Visual Ontology Editing
To facilitate advanced data authoring, metaphactory introduced visual ontology editing
capabilities. These capabilities are designed with the use of ontologies and related data as
part of the metaphactory platform in mind, and therefore focus on the visualization and
creation/editing of those ontological constructs that specifically provide the most benefit in
the display, validation, and editing/curation of data throughout the platform.

5

https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/

6

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/

7

https://www.w3.org/OWL/

8

https://help.metaphacts.com/resource/Help:SemanticForm#fielddefinitions

9

http://datashapes.org/forms.html
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The ontology diagram displays ontologies (declared as owl:Ontology through an ontology
header). It visualizes instances of owl:Class as class diagrams including their class hierarchy
(based on rdfs:subClassOf relationships).In addition, the diagram enables the visualization
of relations declared as owl:ObjectProperty. In the view mode, one can explore and display
relations in the context of their associated classes. A relation is associated to a class if it has
either a) RDFS rdfs:domain or rdfs:range restrictions using the class (open world), or b)
SHACL sh:NodeShape and sh:PropertyShape constraints using the class (closed world).
The same is true for attributes, which need to be declared as owl:DatatypeProperty.

Figure 2: Example of an ontology in the Visual Ontology Editor
When editing an ontology, the visual ontology editor supports visual creation and editing of
classes, attributes and relations. The usage of attributes and relations is constrained through
SHACL shapes. While the editor allows to visualize existing rdfs:domain and rdfs:range
restrictions, the creation and editing of those restrictions through visual means is not
possible in the current version.
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Vocabulary Management and Controlled Vocabularies
Besides the actual data model in the form of an ontology, data authoring often requires use
of well-defined terms, a so-called controlled vocabulary. This is often implemented using the
Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS)10.
The metaphactory graph platform was also extended to allow defining hierarchies of
concepts and terms based on SKOS.
Form fields referring to other entities in the knowledge graph automatically provide search
and auto-completion of entities when the underlying model properties are properly annotated
with the desired types of referred entities. This also works for terms of a Controlled
Vocabulary, e.g. defined as SKOS Concepts.

Figure 3: Example of an thesaurus in the Vocabulary Editor

Model-driven form-based authoring
In metaphactory, the data authoring capabilities have been extended with the introduction of
semantic auto-forms. Forms components make it possible for an application developer to
create pages with forms for entities conforming to the available ontology. Semantic auto
form is a component that can be used to automatically create a resource form from an
OWL Ontology or SHACL Shapes. The component makes it easy to bootstrap forms for
various resource types by describing them in a schema.
10

https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
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The semantic auto-form component allows an app developer to use simple markup like
this in any page in the metaphactory platform:
<semantic-form for-class="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person">
</semantic-form>

The metaphactory platform inspects the ontology data in the platform to find out what
fields are relevant to the class foaf:Person, by querying:
1. is foaf:Person a known class in the ontology?
2. is the class associated with a SHACL shape that contains any relevant property
constraints?
3. is the class associated with any domain constraints in the OWL ontology?
Example of a SHACL shape for class foaf:Person which will be used to generate a form
for authoring:
foaf:PersonShape
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:targetClass foaf:Person ;
sh:property [
sh:path foaf:based_near
], [
sh:path foaf:knows ;
] .
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Figure 4: Example of an auto-generated form

To facilitate full control of rendering of the form while still being able to leverage the
auto-generation facilities, the auto-form implementation offers several configuration
options. One simple one is the reordering of fields, which can be done by supplying a
fields-to-load property with the field identifiers in the desired order. For example, to
reorder the “based near” and “knows” fields in the form above, we could specify the form
as follows:
<semantic-form for-class="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person"
fields-to-load='[ "http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/knows",
"http://xlmns.com.foaf/0.1/based_near" ]'>
</semantic-form>
Similarly, we can choose to hide certain fields by specifying the fields-to-load property but
leaving out the identifiers of fields we don’t want to show.
More advanced rendering options are possible as well, by means of several child elements.
These give the user full control over the grouping of fields, as well as the ability to specify
the desired input type (checkbox, textbox, dropdown menu, etc) where necessary. As a more
complex example, the following auto-form configuration overrides the default rendering of
the “knows” field (a dropdown selection) to a text input field.
<semantic-form for-class="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person">
<semantic-form-input-override
for-field="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/knows">
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<semantic-form-text-input></semantic-form-text-input>
</semantic-form-input-override>
</semantic-form>

Integrating validation and knowledge sources in a curation environment
Besides generating data authoring forms based on the underlying data model, there is also
rich editing support based on available metadata or additional user-provided hints:
●

For entity linking the LookupService provides rich search and lookup capabilities
including federated lookup from remote reference data services such as Wikidata
and data management systems offering access to controlled vocabularies

●

Reconciliation using the W3C Reconciliation API 11 allows to retrieve the canonical
identifier of an entity such as a person, place, event, etc. based on a keyword and
typed search for the knowledge graph

●

For disambiguation the DescriptionService provides additional information when
manually selecting between multiple matches for a keyword, name, or identifier

Validation against predefined constraints
Validation of data
Data validation may be used in a number of different ways and situations:
●

when authoring to provide visual hints and validation in forms for a single record, e.g.
when saving data

●

in transactional database updates to ensure that all data conforms to a well-defined
data model or schema and incomplete data can never be ingested into the database

●

on-demand validation of the whole database contents, to verify that the current
contents of the database conform to the data model as being defined and evolved in
an iterative ingest-verify-remodel loop.

The newly implemented and improved support of data validation within metaphactory
supports mainly the first and the last of the use cases described above, i.e. checking of data
during form-based authoring and on-demand validation of the whole database contents.

SHACL as constraints language
Data Validation requires a semantic model which expresses constraints in a formal,
machine-readable way. One such language specifying constructs for constraints and
11

https://reconciliation-api.github.io/specs/latest/
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verification is the Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL)12 which is also used to define the
data model as described above in the section on the Visual Model Editor.

Tool integration for on-demand validation
One of the benefits of working with a tool such as metaphactory is tight integration of tooling
and components, in this case on-demand data validation.
A run to determine the conformance of the whole contents of the database with a data model
can be triggered directly from the Ontology Editor or Ontology catalog.

Figure 5: Triggering on-demand data validation in the Visual Ontology Editor

12

https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/
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Figure 6: Triggering on-demand data validation from the Ontology Catalog

Once finished, the validation report can be accessed from the same place. The validation
report provides a summary of all violations as well as details for each individual validation
issue.

Figure 7: Completion of Data Validation
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Figure 8: Example of a the summary of a Data Validation report
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Figure 9: Example of detailed error messages in a Data Validation report

Data Validation Engines
Data validation may be implemented natively within a database or as an external
component. A native data validation engine provides high efficiency and performance, while
an external engine provides greater flexibility and independence of the database vendor and
implementation.

SHACL Implementation for Java
metaphactory provides an abstraction layer for Data Validation Engines based on SHACL:
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metaphactory ships with a built-in engine based on RDFUnit13, but also provides direct
integration with widely used commercial databases like Ontotext GraphDB and Stardog. As
there is no standardized interface for this (e.g. as part of the open-source RDF4J library), the
integration is performed using the respective proprietary REST interfaces.
Besides triggering the validation for the on-demand conformance check, the result report is
collected from the data validation engine and made available within the user interface.

SHACL Implementation for JavaScript
In JavaScript, the SHACL engine of choice was TopQuadrant's reference implementation
SHACL.js14. However, this library has seen little further development and was based on a
non-standard structure for representing RDF in JavaScript. Project partner Zazuko initiated
the RDF/JS W3C Community Group years ago, which led to a standardized representation
of RDF in JavaScript structures. Many parsers, serializers, libraries, and tools now build on
the RDF/JS ecosystem15. Zazuko took the reference implementation and completely
reworked it to align with the latest RDF/JS specification. It is now the most widely used
library for validating RDF in JavaScript. It can be used in client-side and server-side
scenarios, using either the web browser or Node.js as the environment. The library is called
rdf-validate-shacl16 and is released under the MIT license.

SHACL Playground
A popular tool for learning about SHACL and exploring and testing SHACL shapes was the
so-called SHACL Playground 17, also from TopQuadrant. It was based on their SHACL.js
reference implementation. The playground had the same problem as the library and was no
longer actively maintained.
Zazuko wrote a completely new SHACL Playground based on rdf-validate-shacl and web
components from Zazuko, which provide proper RDF conversion & highlighting. This new
SHACL playground depicted below gives users an easy way to test new SHACL shapes on
sample data instances in RDF. This is very useful for anyone working and interacting with
SHACL shapes. Data can be changed by inline RDF in the Data Graph to provoke errors
and validate the intended SHACL constraints.
TopQuadrant now officially links to Zazuko’s new implementation available at
https://shacl-playground.zazuko.com/

13

https://github.com/AKSW/RDFUnit

14

https://github.com/TopQuadrant/shacl-js

15

https://rdf.js.org/

16

https://github.com/zazuko/rdf-validate-shacl

17

https://shacl.org/playground/
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Figure 10: SHACL Playground
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Annotating data
In order to be able to represent metadata such as curation results, auditing timelines, as well
as fact checking assertions, a model for annotation of individual facts as well as groups of
facts is needed. This model needs to provide a consistent approach toward representing
different kinds of annotations in a way that makes working with those annotations in an
editing and curation user interface easy.

Annotation data
The described FROCKG use cases may use annotations to capture data like provenance,
veracity or applicable time periods for facts within a knowledge graph.
Before implementing user interface components we needed to lay the foundation for storing
annotation data, i.e. select a data model and implement access to it in all layers of the
metaphactory graph platform.

RDF-star as data model for annotations
RDF-star and its companion SPARQL-star are community-driven extensions of the RDF
model that allow expressing properties over full statements, similar to "edge properties" in
property graph-based models (see the RDF-star and SPARQL-star position statement18 by
Olaf Hartig). The motivation for RDF-star is to allow an easy way to make statements about
statements. For example, it allows us to express that a particular RDF statement came from
a particular source (provenance), is valid in a certain period (time-based annotation), or is
asserted with a certain number of confidence.
RDF-star (originally called RDF*) and SPARQL-star are in process of getting standardized by
the RDF-DEV W3C community group19. metaphactory has basic support for the use of
RDF-star to annotate data, and the use of SPARQL-star queries to retrieve and insert or
modify RDF-star data. This means that it is possible to add RDF-star data via metaphactory,
use SPARQL-star queries in various templates and semantic components, and use Ontodia,
the metaphactory graph visualization component, to visualize and explore RDF-star data.

Standardized extension of SPARQL 1.1 JSON result format
As part of FROCKG, we contributed to the standardization of several extensions to syntax
formats to facilitate the serialization of RDF-star triples. As an example of such a format: the
result of a SPARQL SELECT query is serialized in JSON using the SPARQL 1.1 Query Results
JSON format. This format cannot natively deal with the RDF-star triple being a new possible
value type for a binding.

18

https://blog.liu.se/olafhartig/2019/01/10/position-statement-rdf-star-and-sparql-star/

19

https://w3c.github.io/rdf-star/
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For example, the result of a query where variable ?a is bound to an RDF-star triple:
?a

?b

?c

<<<http://example.org/bob>
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/age> 23>>

<http://example
.org/certainty>

0.9

Before, different implementations had their own, slightly diverging, extensions. For example, in
Eclipse RDF4J20, the extension looked as follows:
{
"head" : {
"vars" : [
"a",
"b",
"c"
]
},
"results" : {
"bindings": [
{ "a" : {
"type" : "triple",
"value" : {
"s" : {
"type" : "uri",
"value" : "http://example.org/bob"
},
"p" : {
"type" : "uri",
"value" : "http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/age"
},
"o" : {
"datatype" : "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer",
"type" : "literal",
"value" : "23"
}
}
},
"b": {
"type": "uri",
"value": "http://example.org/certainty"
},
"c" : {
"datatype" : "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal",
"type" : "literal",
"value" : "0.9"
}
}
]
}
}

In Apache Jena 21, the extension looked as follows:
{
"head" : {
20

https://rdf4j.org/documentation/programming/rdfstar/#extended-sparql-json-format

21

https://jena.apache.org/documentation/rdfstar/
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"vars" : [
"a",
"b",
"c"
]
},
"results" : {
"bindings": [
{ "a" : {
"type" : "triple",
"value" : {
"subject" : {
"type" : "uri",
"value" : "http://example.org/bob"
},
"property" : {
"type" : "uri",
"value" : "http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/age"
},
"object" : {
"datatype" : "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer",
"type" : "literal",
"value" : "23"
}
}
},
"b": {
"type": "uri",
"value": "http://example.org/certainty"
},
"c" : {
"datatype" : "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal",
"type" : "literal",
"value" : "0.9"
}
}
]
}
}

In Stardog22, the format extension as currently implemented is as follows:
{
"head" : {
"vars" : [ "a", "b", "c" ]
},
"results" : {
"bindings": [
{ "a" : {
"type" : "statement",
"s" : {
"type" : "uri",
"value" : "http://example.org/bob"
},
"p" : {
"type" : "uri",
"value" : "http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/age"
},
"o" : {
22

https://community.stardog.com/t/documentation-for-json-binary-query-result-format-extensions-for-edg
e-properties/2622/2
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"datatype" : "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer",
"type" : "literal",
"value" : "23"
}
},
"b": {
"type": "uri",
"value": "http://example.org/certainty"
},
"c" : {
"datatype" : "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal",
"type" : "literal",
"value" : "0.9"
}
}
]
}
}

In summary, Jena and RDF4J differed only by the names of the keys inside the new RDF-star
triple type (s vs subject, p vs property, etc). Stardog deviates slightly more in that it does not
wrap the individual components of the RDF-star triple into a value.
Other implementations may have yet other, slightly deviant variants. This makes it difficult to
process query results from different endpoint implementations.
In order to facilitate the interoperability between platforms, a common format was submitted as a
proposal to the RDF-star working group and became part of a Community Group Report23 .

Complementary functionality in GraphDB
Ontotext implemented a lot of improvements in GraphDB24 which are used in this context.

Data Validation
GraphDB provides comprehensive native constraint checking based on SHACL25.
In metaphactory we provide a SHACLEngine implementation which hooks into this
functionality and supports triggering on-demand validation of the whole database. The
results are exported and persisted within metaphactory as described above.

RDF-star Support
GraphDB provides comprehensive support for RDF-star (SA mode) 26. This can be used to
persist meta-information such as annotations (e.g. veracity of statements) or provenance.

23
24

https://w3c.github.io/rdf-star/cg-spec/2021-04-13.html#sparql-star-query-results-json-format
https://www.ontotext.com/products/graphdb/

25

https://graphdb.ontotext.com/documentation/enterprise/shacl-validation.html

26

https://graphdb.ontotext.com/documentation/enterprise/devhub/rdf-sparql-star.html
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Demonstration system
To demonstrate and test the newly developed functionalities a demo system implementing
use cases from the pharma/clinical research domain was set up.
It consists of multiple components:
●

a GraphDB instance (https://frockg.ontotext.com/) as central database with a set of
curated datasets created from a data ingestion pipeline

●

a metaphactory instance (https://frockg.metaphacts.net/) which acts as frontend and
user portal

Database and datasets
The GraphDB database supports in the installed version relevant functionality like RDF-star /
SPARQL-star as well as SHACL. As described above, these are used for data annotation
and extended data validation.
The dataset is based on the official ClinicalTrials database (https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/)
and was ingested from a processing pipeline which downloads documents, extracts relevant
information, performs entity recognition and finally creates RDF data that is imported into the
database.

Frontend
The frontend consists of a metaphactory instance. The metaphactory graph platform
provides rich data browsing and visualization capabilities.
In this demo system the relevant features are:
●

data exploration and visualization

●

Faceted search for structured data

●

ontology visualization and editing

●

data validation

●

form-based authoring inkl. Entity Linking

Some of these features are further described in the following.

Faceted Search
Rich search capabilities are very important in data-heavy applications. Searching for specific
domain objects like clinical trials, adverse events, contact persons, locations, etc. based on
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their relation to each other allows different types of end users to find the data they need as
well as to identify new patterns and clusters in the available data.

Figure 11: Search result visualization and drill-down using facets

Figure 12: Selecting related search anchors from a hierarchical set
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Ontology visualization and editing
The Ontology Editor is used to model and visualize the model for the Clinical Trials data set.
A predefined diagram gives a quick overview on the available classes and relations.

Figure 13: Overview of the the Clinical Trials data model

Form-based authoring
Data from the Clinical Trials data set is visualized using forms which are auto-generated
from the data model.

Figure 14: Form auto-generated from the data model
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When authoring data the forms provide auto-completion and search when linking to other
entities. The suggested entities are identified based on the required target types and other
constraints defined in the data model.

Figure 15: Entity Linking in forms based on auto-completion and search
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Outlook
Editing and curation are basic activities that are required in all data-driven applications. For
the described use cases and application domains, we identified a set of required features
which are documented in Deliverable 1.3: Requirements specification27. This report
describes the first set of those features and provides mostly basic building blocks such as
simplified model-based data authoring, data validation, and annotation capabilities using
RDF-star that enable implementing the target use cases.
In the second half of the project, we will build on those features to implement the described
use cases and also provide a deeper integration with the functionalities implemented in the
other work packages.
Specifically, we will implement the following components and building blocks:
●

Editing Workflows to validate, verify and approve newly ingested information

●

Integrating validation and knowledge sources in a curation environment, e.g. the
interface to the fact checking and explanation components from WP2 and WP3

●

Authoring and visualization components for annotations, e.g. regarding provenance,
veracity or applicable time period

●

Project partner Zazuko will continue its work on generic Web-components and
libraries, among others to create SHACL based APIs and generic frontends using
Hydra as Hypermedia layer and a generic SHACL form generator web-component
that can be used within existing applications or on top of a Hydra-API.
Goal of these two libraries is to provide a rapid prototyping environment that is for
large parts driven by SHACL based components and APIs.

Also, we will extend the demo system to showcase those new interfaces and additional
building blocks, and integrate them with the existing functionality to implement a combined
and well-integrated workflow.

27

https://frockg.eu/images/deliverables/wp1/Deliverable1-3_Requirements-specification.pdf
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